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You will receive instructions for joining the meeting from the person organising. They might come via email (on 
the left) or handwritten (on the right) if you don’t use a computer. Either is fine! Remember the numbers and 
codes in this guide are just EXAMPLES, you will need the ones given to you by your meeting organiser.



Dial any one of the numbers shown on your info as you would 
usually use your phone (remember these numbers are just 

examples).



An automated voice will prompt you to enter your meeting ID followed by #. Use your phone key pad to do this. Don’t 
worry about the spaces.

They will then ask for a participant ID. If you have been given one by the person organising the meeting enter this 
followed by # . If you do not have one, simply press #.

Finally they will ask you for the meeting passcode followed by #. Use your phone key pad to enter this.



You will now have entered the Zoom meeting! Use your 
phone as you would during a normal phone call. You 
should now be able to hear everything that is going on 
in the meeting and speak when you wish.

This is how you’ll appear to those using a computer, they 
will know you’re there even though you can’t see them!



Additional controls:

The host is able to “mute you” whilst the meeting is in progress. If they do this an 
automated voice will tell you they have done so. This means you can’t be heard.

You can unmute yourself by pressing *6. An automated voice will tell you “you are 
unmuted”. You will now be heard by other participants. 

You can mute yourself by pressing *6 again. An automated voice will tell you “you 
are muted”. 

If you would like the host to know you would like to speak or contribute you can 
press *9. This will let them know you have something to share and they will be 
able to call on you. An automated voice will confirm they have been told. For 
those hosting the meeting ONLY: this will appear as the “raised hand” sign.



For those scheduling the meeting ONLY. Make sure 
this box is ticked to enable people to use their 
phones to call in.


